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KCNE1 Remodels the Voltage Sensor of Kv7.1 to Modulate Channel
Function
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ABSTRACT The KCNE1 auxiliary subunit coassembles with the Kv7.1 channel and modulates its properties to generate the
cardiac IKs current. Recent biophysical evidence suggests that KCNE1 interacts with the voltage-sensing domain (VSD) of
Kv7.1. To investigate the mechanism of how KCNE1 affects the VSD to alter the voltage dependence of channel activation,
we perturbed the VSD of Kv7.1 by mutagenesis and chemical modification in the absence and presence of KCNE1. Mutagenesis
of S4 in Kv7.1 indicates that basic residues in the N-terminal half (S4-N) and C-terminal half (S4-C) of S4 are important for stabilizing the resting and activated states of the channel, respectively. KCNE1 disrupts electrostatic interactions involving S4-C,
specifically with the lower conserved glutamate in S2 (Glu170 or E2). Likewise, Trp scanning of S4 shows that mutations to
a cluster of residues in S4-C eliminate current in the presence of KCNE1. In addition, KCNE1 affects S4-N by enhancing
MTS accessibility to the top of the VSD. Consistent with the structure of Kv channels and previous studies on the KCNE1Kv7.1 interaction, these results suggest that KCNE1 alters the interactions of S4 residues with the surrounding protein environment, possibly by changing the protein packing around S4, thereby affecting the voltage dependence of Kv7.1.

INTRODUCTION
The voltage-sensing domain (VSD) is a protein subdomain
that consists of four transmembrane helices (S1–S4) and
imparts voltage sensitivity to voltage-gated potassium (Kv)
channels (1). The potential across the membrane acts on
highly conserved basic residues in the S4 segment
(Fig. 1 A) to initiate a series of conformational changes that
open the channel (2–4). Kv channels also contain conserved
acidic residues in other VSD transmembrane segments
(Fig. 1 A) that form electrostatic interactions with conserved
basic residues in S4. These electrostatic interactions stabilize
S4 during protein folding and membrane insertion (5,6) as
well as during the gating process (7–10).
Because of the importance of the VSD in channel function, auxiliary subunits can modulate the VSD to regulate
channel behavior (11). The b-subunits of BK-type voltageand Ca2þ-activated Kþ channels contain two transmembrane segments that are located adjacent to and likely
associated with the VSD (12–14), and their effects on the
VSD have been shown by various measurements (15–18).
The auxiliary protein DPP6, with a single membrane-spanning segment, has been shown to associate with the VSD of
Kv4 channels to alter voltage-dependent activation of these
channels (19,20). Moreover, the single transmembrane
KCNE3 (MiRP2) peptide may also interact with S4 of
Kv7.1 to stabilize it in an activated conformation, resulting
in constitutively activated channels (21–23).
The KCNE1 (MinK) auxiliary subunit, a protein related to
KCNE3, is a single transmembrane peptide that coassembles
with the voltage-gated potassium channel Kv7.1 (KCNQ1/
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KvLQT1) to form the IKs channel complex (24,25). The IKs
current is one of the major outward currents that contribute
to the termination of the cardiac action potential (26).
Congenital mutations in either Kv7.1 or KCNE1 that diminish
or enhance IKs current cause long-QT (LQT) or short-QT
(SQT) syndrome, respectively (27,28). KCNE1 modulates
a number of Kv7.1 properties to give the IKs channel its unique
characteristics, such as by slowing the activation kinetics,
enhancing the current amplitude, suppressing inactivation,
and shifting the voltage dependence of channel activation to
more positive potentials (29). Previous studies have highlighted possible interactions between KCNE1 with the pore
(30–34) and C-terminus (35–38). Because KCNE1 alters
a diverse range of properties, there may be multiple interactions between the two partners. Since KCNE1 changes the
voltage-dependent activation of Kv7.1, KCNE1 may also
affect the VSD of Kv7.1. A number of SQT mutations located
in S1 of the VSD exhibit abnormal phenotypes only in the
presence of KCNE1 (39,40), providing a hint that KCNE1
modulates the VSD. Recently, several studies have positioned
the extracellular end of the KCNE1 transmembrane segment
proximal to S1 and S4 of the Kv7.1 VSD (22,41,42). Furthermore, computational studies that docked the NMR structure
of KCNE1 onto closed- and open-state homology models of
Kv7.1 placed KCNE1 in a cleft between two adjacent
Kv7.1 subunits, which would allow it to contact both the
VSD and the pore (43).
To understand how KCNE1 changes the VSD of Kv7.1,
we systematically probed the VSD of Kv7.1 channels via
site-directed mutagenesis, and then sought to determine
how KCNE1 association affects the behavior of these
mutants. In Kv7.1, basic residues in the N-terminal half of
S4 (S4-N) stabilize the resting state of the channel, whereas
basic residues in the C-terminal half of S4 (S4-C) stabilize
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.10.018
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the activated state of the channel. KCNE1 disrupts interactions in S4-C, which destabilizes the activated state. On the
other hand, KCNE1 increases MTS accessibility to S4-N.
The pattern that emerges from these results and a Trp scan
of S4 suggests that the association of KCNE1 causes a repacking of the channel protein around S4, which disrupts
S4 interactions (both steric and electrostatic) with other
parts of the channel protein, thereby profoundly altering
the function of the S4 segment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mutagenesis and oocyte preparation
Mutations were made via polymerase chain reaction as previously
described (8). mRNA was made with the use of an mMessage mMachine
T7 polymerase kit (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). Defolliculated
Xenopus laevis oocytes were injected with 46 ng of mRNA and incubated
at 18 C in ND96 solution (in mM: 96 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, and
5 HEPES, pH 7.60) for 4–6 days before recordings were made.

Electrophysiology
Current recordings were obtained with a two-microelectrode voltage clamp
(8). Oocytes were impaled with 3 M KCl-filled glass microelectrodes with
resistances of 0.5–1 MU and clamped with a voltage clamp amplifier (CA1B; Dagan, Minneapolis, MN). Oocytes were constantly bathed in ND96 at
room temperature. Data acquisition was controlled by PULSE/PULSEFIT
software (HEKA, Bellmore, NY). Data were analyzed using IGOR Pro
6 (WaveMetrics, Portland, OR). The Boltzmann function was used to fit
current-voltage relationships: normalized Itail ¼ 1/[1 þ exp ((V1/2  Vt)/k)].
[2-(Trimethylammonium)ethyl] MTS (MTSETþ) and (2-sulfonatoethyl)
MTS (MTSES) (Toronto Research Chemicals) were made into aliquots of
100 mM stock solution in water. The aliquots were thawed and diluted with
ND96 to a concentration of 400 mM immediately before use.

Biotinylation and Western blotting
Intact oocytes expressing Kv7.1 were incubated in ND96 containing 1 mg/
mL of Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) to
label membrane proteins. The oocytes were washed to remove unbound
biotin and then homogenized. Lysates were incubated with NeutrAvidin
beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to pull out biotin-bound proteins.
The NeutrAvidin beads were collected via centrifugation and washed thoroughly. Lysates and beads were heated to 60 C in SDS-PAGE loading
buffer. Samples were run on 4–20% gradient polyacrylamide gels (BioRad, Hercules, CA). After electrophoresis, the samples were Western
blotted with a 1:500 dilution of Kv7.1 primary (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA) and a 1:5000 dilution of goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Anti-Gb antibody was used to probe
for intracellular proteins (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).

RESULTS
Basic residues in S4 of Kv7.1 stabilize different
states
In a previous study, we showed that conserved basic residues
in S4 of Kv7.1 interact with a countercharge in S2 to stabilize
the VSD in different conformations (8). Likewise, it has been
shown in other channels that conserved basic residues in S4
Biophysical Journal 99(11) 3599–3608
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also interact with countercharges in other parts of the VSD
(5,9,44). In this study, we systematically mutated S4 of
Kv7.1 to examine whether charge at conserved positions
interacts with other countercharges to affect voltage-dependent activation. S4 of Kv7.1 contains a Gln at the R3 position
(Q3) and a His at the K5 position (H5) of Shaker, and thus
contains fewer charges than the Shaker S4 (Fig. 1 A). Q3 is
neutral and H5 has only a slight probability of carrying a positive charge at physiological pH. We individually mutated
residues corresponding to basic residues in Shaker to either
the neutral Gln or the negatively charged Glu. At Q3 and
H5, we also increased charge by mutating these residues to
Arg. We then recorded currents from these mutants both
without and with KCNE1 (Fig. 1, B–E, and Fig. S1 and
Fig. S2 in the Supporting Material).
Charge neutralization by R1Q shifts the G-V leftward by
39 mV in the absence of KCNE1 (Fig. 1, B and D). A further
charge reduction by R1E produces constitutively open channels (Fig. 1 B and Fig. S1), which could be due to the G-V
shifting to hyperpolarizing voltages where the voltagedependent range of activation is beyond the limit of our
recordings. A reduction of charge at R1 either destabilizes
the resting state or stabilizes the activated state, where the
extent of such a perturbation depends on charge. Because
we are mutating a conserved charge in the protein, it would
seem more likely that the mutation disrupts interactions in
the wild-type (WT) protein that stabilize the resting state,
rather than establishes new interactions that stabilize the
activated state. For this reason, these results suggest that
the reduction of charge at R1 destabilizes the resting state.
At the R2 position, both R2Q and R2E results in constitutively open, voltage-independent channels. In contrast, the
charge-conserved mutant R2K remains voltage-dependent,
with only a 9 mV leftward shift in G-V (Fig. 1, B and D;
Fig. S1), demonstrating that a positive charge at this position
is essential for the WT phenotype of voltage dependence.
Both R1 and R2 are important factors in favoring the resting
state of the voltage sensor in native channels, with R2 playing a more prominent role.
In WT Kv7.1, the neutral Q3 cannot participate in electrostatic interactions. Q3R shifts the G-V rightward by 17 mV.
Q3E likewise shifts the G-V rightward by 21 mV (Fig. 1, B
and D; Fig. S1). The presence of a charge at Q3, regardless of
polarity, destabilizes the activated state of the voltage sensor.
Below Q3, there is a marked change in the stabilization
pattern. R4Q shifts the G-V rightward by 19 mV, whereas
a further reduction of charge by R4E shifts the G-V rightward by 71 mV (Fig. 1, B and D; Fig. S2). H5R increases
the charge and shifts the G-V leftward by 18 mV. In contrast,
reducing charge by H5Q shifts the G-V by 19 mV and H5E
by 38 mV rightward (Fig. 1, B and D; Fig. S2). Finally, R6Q
and R6E shift the G-V rightward by 33 and 59 mV, respectively (Fig. 1, B and D; Fig. S2). In this region, the degree by
which mutations change voltage dependence is proportional
to the charge of the mutation. Mutations that reduce charge
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FIGURE 1 Mutations altering charge in S4 of
Kv7.1 in the absence and presence of KCNE1
reveal the importance of charge in KCNE1 modulation. (A) Sequence alignment of S2 and S4 from
various voltage dependent channels. Conserved
acidic and basic residues in bold. (B) Representative currents from neutralization mutations of
Arg in S4 of Kv7.1. Voltages were from 80 to
60 mV for activating R2Q, R4Q, R6Q, and WT
Kv7.1 currents, and from 120 to 20 mV for
R1Q. All were held at 80 mV and repolarized
at 40 mV. Scale: R1Q 3 mA, R2Q 2 mA, R4Q
8 mA, R6Q 2 mA, and WT 4 mA; 2 s for all. In
the G-V plots, black curves are fittings of the
Boltzmann equation to the mutants and the gray
curve is the G-V relation of WT Kv7.1. R2Q is
voltage independent. (C) Representative currents
from neutralization mutations of Arg in S4 of
Kv7.1 coexpressed with KCNE1. Voltages were
from 80 to 60 mV for activating R2QþKCNE1,
R4QþKCNE1,
R6QþKCNE1,
and
WT
Kv7.1þKCNE1 currents and from 120 to
20 mV for R1QþKCNE1 currents. R1QþKCNE1
was held at 120 mV for 32 s. R4QþKCNE1 was
held at 100 mV for 120 s between pulses. The
rest were held at 80 mV for 32 s. All were repolarized at 40 mV. Scale: R1Q 15 mA, R2Q 40 mA,
R4Q 40 mA, R6Q 4 mA, and WT 20 mA; 2 s for all.
The symbols in G-V plots are similar to those in B.
(D) Shift in the voltage of half-maximal activation
for S4 mutations in Kv7.1 relative to WT Kv7.1.
Red (top) and blue (bottom) boxes indicate charged
residues that stabilize the resting state and activated state in WT Kv7.1, respectively. Error bars
indicate standard error of the mean for this and
all subsequent figures. (E) Shift in the voltage of
half-maximal activation for S4 mutations in
Kv7.1þKCNE1 relative to WT Kv7.1þKCNE1.
Red (top) and blue (bottom) boxes indicate charged
residues that are not and are significantly altered by
KCNE1 coexpression, respectively.

at all three residues destabilize the activated state of the
voltage sensor. In contrast, increasing charge at H5 favors
the activated state. Therefore, R4, R6, and, to a lesser
degree, H5 stabilize the activated state of the voltage sensor
in WT channels.
Taken as a whole, S4 can be divided into two groups: 1),
basic residues in the N-terminal half of S4 (S4-N) above Q3
(R1 and R2) stabilize the voltage sensor in the resting state,
and 2), basic residues in the C-terminal half of S4 (S4-C)
below Q3 (R4, H5, and R6) stabilize the voltage sensor in
the activated state (Fig. 1 D). These properties may derive
from the interactions of these S4 residues with countercharges in other parts of the VSD (8).
KCNE1 changes the stabilization pattern of basic
residues in S4 of Kv7.1
To determine how KCNE1 affects S4, we coexpressed single mutations described above with KCNE1 and measured

the shift in voltage dependence relative to WT Kv7.1þ
KCNE1. Mutating R1 or R2 to Gln or Glu shifts the voltage
dependence to favor the activated state, resulting in either
constitutively activated channels (R1E and R2Q/E) or a
negative shift in voltage dependence (R1Q, 80 mV shift;
Fig. 1, C and E; Fig. S1). R2K only shifts by 6 mV. This
behavior is similar to that observed in Kv7.1 channels alone
(Fig. 1 D). Of interest, the voltage-dependent shift caused by
Q3 mutations seems to be correlated with charge in the presence of KCNE1. Q3R shifts the G-V rightward by 35 mV,
whereas Q3E shifts the G-V leftward by 17 mV. As with
R1 and R2, a positive charge at Q3 would favor the resting
state (Fig. 1, C and E; Fig. S1).
In contrast, when coexpressed with KCNE1, charge
mutations in S4-C affect voltage dependence differently
than in Kv7.1 alone. Mutations to R6 (R6Q/E) express
low currents identical to currents from oocytes injected
with KCNE1 alone (Fig. 1, C and E; Fig. S2), suggesting
that these are currents expressed by endogenous channels
Biophysical Journal 99(11) 3599–3608
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coassembling with KCNE1, and the mutant channel in the
presence of KCNE1 does not tolerate charge reduction at
R6. Likewise, mutations of R6 to Cys or His are linked to
LQT (27), which also generates small currents in the presence of KCNE1 (45–47). Mutants that produce currents
of normal magnitude shift voltage dependence differently
than they do in the absence of KCNE1. For example, R4Qþ
KCNE1 shifts voltage dependence by 24 mV, whereas
R4Q alone shifts þ19 mV. Likewise, H5QþKCNE1 produces a 14 mV shift, whereas H5Q alone shifts þ19 mV.
Of interest, mutating H5 to either oppositely charged Arg or
Glu in the presence of KCNE1 shifts voltage dependence
rightward by ~20 mV. Also, R4EþKCNE1 produces only
an 8 mV shift. Channels in the presence of KCNE1 activate
at more negative voltages when R4 or H5 is substituted by
a neutral residue, whereas charge at R4 or H5, regardless
of polarity, favors the resting state. These results indicate
that the association of KCNE1 alters the behavior of basic
residues in S4-C.
KCNE1 alters E2 interactions with S4
One possible mechanism by which KCNE1 could alter the
behavior of basic residues in S4 would be to disturb the
interactions of the basic residues in S4 with residues in other
parts of the protein. Other segments of the VSD contain
conserved countercharges that may form electrostatic inter-
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actions with S4. Previous studies showed that a conserved
Glu in the upper part of S2 (E1; Fig. 1 A) forms state-dependent electrostatic interactions with Args in S4, such that
when S4 moves from the resting state to the activated state
R1, R2 and then R4 sequentially engage in electrostatic
interactions with E1 (8,9,48). R1 interacts with E1 in the
resting state (8), whereas R4 interacts with E1 in the
activated state of the VSD (48). KCNE1 does not significantly affect E1-S4 interactions. However, Kv7.1 contains
two other conserved countercharges that have not been
examined in detail. The crystal structure of the Kv1.2/2.1
paddle chimera (49) shows that basic residues in S4-C are
in close proximity to a second conserved Glu in S2 (E2)
as well as a conserved Asp in S3 (D3).
Charge reversal of E2 to Arg abolishes current in both the
absence and presence of KCNE1 (Fig. 2 A). However, the
Western blot of biotinylated proteins that are expressed in
the membrane of Xenopus oocytes injected with the E2R
mRNA shows that the E2R channel traffics to the membrane
(Fig. 2 A), indicating that E2R channels are present in the
membrane but are nonfunctional. This loss of function could
be due to gating defects or a severe shift in voltage dependence to depolarizing voltages that are beyond the limits
of our recordings. Bands at 280, 210, 140, and 70 kDa correspond to Kv7.1 tetramers, trimers, dimers, and monomers,
respectively. As a control, we also probed for the intracellular Gb protein to demonstrate that the biotinylation
FIGURE 2 KCNE1 changes electrostatic interactions between E2 with S4. (A) Left: Currents
generated from E2R, E2Q, E2D, WT, and endogenous channels. E2R does not express currents
beyond the background oocyte currents. Except
for E2DþKCNE1, currents were elicited by
depolarization from 80 to 60 mV. E2DþKCNE1
was depolarized from 60 to þ80 mV. Scale:
E2R 4 mA, E2RþKCNE1 4 mA, uninjected
4 mA, KCNE1 4 mA, E2Q 5 mA, E2QþKCNE1
7 mA, E2D 4 mA, E2DþKCNE1 7 mA, Kv7.1
4 mA, Kv7.1þKCNE1 20 mA; 2 s for all. Top right:
Western blot probing for Kv7.1 and Gb in the
whole cell lysate and biotinylated membrane fraction from oocytes. Gb is a cytoplasmic protein.
E2R is expressed on the membrane. Middle right:
G-V relationship of E2D relative to WT Kv7.1
(gray line). G-V of E2D is superimposed on
WT Kv7.1. Bottom right: G-V relationship of
E2QþKCNE1 and E2DþKCNE1 relative to WT
Kv7.1þKCNE1 (gray line). KCNE1 restores
voltage dependence to E2Q. (B) Left: Currents
from S4 mutations to Glu paired with E2R without
(top) and with (bottom) KCNE1 in response to
depolarized voltages from 80 mV to þ60 mV.
Scale: 4 mA; 2 s. Right: Peak current amplitudes
at þ60 mV were averaged for each mutant. R2E
and R4Q restore current to E2R in the absence of
KCNE1 but not in the presence of KCNE1. In
the bar graph, U indicates currents from uninjected
oocytes, and K indicates currents from oocytes
injected with KCNE1 only.
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only targeted membrane proteins. A similar phenotype was
observed with charge reversal mutations of E1 (8). When E2
is neutralized by mutation to Gln (E2Q), channels become
voltage-independent and constitutively activated (Fig. 2
A). These results indicate that charge at the E2 position
affects Kv7.1 activation, likely through electrostatic interactions. Consistently, the charge-conserved E2D remains
voltage-dependent, with a G-V curve identical to that of
WT Kv7.1 (Fig. 2 A). Strikingly, coexpressing E2Q with
KCNE1 yields channels that are not only voltage-dependent
but also display a phenotype that is nearly identical to WT
Kv7.1þKCNE1 (Fig. 2 A), suggesting that the association
of KCNE1 may change E2 interactions and reduce the
perturbation induced by the E2Q mutation. E2DþKCNE1
is also voltage-dependent (Fig. 2 A).
Positively charged residues in the transmembrane
segments of Kv7.1 are located only in S4. To determine
whether these basic residues interact with E2, we utilized
an intragenic suppression technique to mutate S4 residues
on the background of E2R to identify mutations that restore
current (Fig. 2 B). Two mutations (R2E and R4Q) restored
currents from E2R in Kv7.1 channels, suggesting that R2
and R4 may interact with E2. In the presence of KCNE1,
neither R2E nor R4Q restored current to E2R (Fig. 2 B);
thus, KCNE1 association may disrupt interactions between
E2 and S4. We attempted to use Cys substitution and disulfide cross-linking to study E2-S4 interactions, but were
unable to obtain useful data because certain mutants re-
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mained constitutively open regardless of the chemical treatment used.
Of interest, D3R behaves similarly to E2Q (data not
shown) in that it is constitutively open in the absence of
KCNE1 but becomes voltage-dependent with KCNE1 coexpression. However, we could not conclusively determine
whether D3 interacts with S4 because all of the mutations
involving D3R remained constitutively open, which prevented us from using an intragenic suppression or mutant
cycle approach to study the mutant.
KCNE1 changes the effect of Trp mutations in S4
The above experiments suggest that the association of
KCNE1 alters the electrostatic interaction of basic residues
in S4 with other parts of the VSD, including E2 in the S2
segment. These results may derive from a KCNE1-induced
change in the environment or packing of S4 in the channel
protein. To further detect such a change, we performed
a Trp scan of the entire S4 segment in both the absence
and presence of KCNE1, and observed how the mutations
affect macroscopic current amplitude- and voltage-dependent activation (Fig. 3, Fig. S3, and Fig. S4). It has been
shown that introducing Trp to a tightly packed protein environment causes drastic changes in protein function (50,51).
On the other hand, Trp tends to cause minor disruptions if it
is positioned in a loosely packed protein environment or
a lipid-exposed environment. In a previous study, a Trp

FIGURE 3 Effect of Trp substitutions on voltage
dependence and current amplitude in the absence
and presence of KCNE1. (A) Sample G-V relationships or currents from three different representative
Trp mutations that affect KCNE1 modulation.
Currents were elicited by depolarizing from 80
to 60 mV in 10 mV increments for 5 s. Scale:
R6W 4 mA, R6WþKCNE1 1 mA. In the G-V plots,
black curves are fittings of the Boltzmann equation
to the mutants and the gray curves are G-V relations of WT Kv7.1 (left) and Kv7.1þKCNE1
(right). Right, Western blot probing for Kv7.1
and Gb in the whole cell lysate and biotinylated
membrane fraction from oocytes. (B) Shift in the
voltage of half-maximal activation for Trp mutations in S4 relative to WT Kv7.1 in the absence
or presence of KCNE1, respectively. Green identifies mutations that express low currents only in
the presence of KCNE1 (M238, L239, H5, D242,
R6). Blue identifies mutations that shift voltage
dependence in opposing directions with and
without the presence of KCNE1 (I235, R4). Pink
identifies mutations that shift voltage dependence
in either in the presence or absence of KCNE1
(V221, A223, A226, V241).
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scan of S4 in Kv7.1 demonstrated changes in gating caused
by Trp (52). In our study, we used the same technique to
highlight mutants that show KCNE1-dependent changes in
Trp perturbation, which was not shown in the previous
study.
In contrast to WT channels, two mutants (V221W and
A223W) shift voltage-dependent activation in the presence
of KCNE1 but do not cause much of a shift in the absence
of KCNE1 (Fig. 3, A and B). Conversely, two mutants
(A226W and V241W) shift voltage dependence in the
absence of KCNE1 but not in its presence. All four of these
residues are labeled pink in Fig. 3 B. Another category of
mutants (I235W and R237W) shifts voltage dependence
both with and without KCNE1, but the shift is in opposite
directions (Fig. 3, A and B). In effect, these two mutants
ablate the characteristic KCNE1-induced rightward shift
in voltage dependence. These mutants are labeled blue in
Fig. 3 B).
It is most striking that mutants labeled green in Fig. 3
produce low currents with KCNE1 but generate currents
with normal amplitude in the absence of KCNE1 (e.g.,
R6W; Fig. 3, A and B). When coexpressed with KCNE1,
these mutants have currents similar in amplitude,
morphology, and voltage dependence to currents produced
by oocytes injected with KCNE1 alone. Therefore, the small
currents observed in our recordings are likely generated by
endogenous oocyte channels coassembling with KCNE1;
mutant channels do not generate any additional current on
top of this background current. These residues may become
more tightly packed against protein when KCNE1 is
present, thus becoming less tolerant of Trp substitution.
We conducted biotinylation experiments as described in
Fig. 2 A to determine whether the mutations affect trafficking of the channel to the membrane (Fig. 3 A).
M238WþKCNE1 and L239WþKCNE1 are both strongly
expressed on the membrane. H5WþKCNE1 has less
expression relative to M238WþKCNE1 but is still present
in the membrane. Thus, for these mutants (M238W,
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L239W, and H5W) with KCNE1, the lack of current could
be due to channels present in the membrane having gating
defects or having an extreme positive shift in voltage dependence that prevents the channels from opening within
the tested voltage range. On the other hand, both
D242WþKCNE1 and R6WþKCNE1 have very low membrane expression. Because Kv7.1 multimers are still found
in the lysate in large quantities, protein synthesis does not
appear to be affected, but trafficking or membrane insertion
and retention may be compromised. Therefore, the lack of
current observed in D242W and R6W with KCNE1 is likely
due primarily to a reduction in the surface expression of
Kv7.1. The rest of the mutants that affect the properties of
the channel similarly both with and without KCNE1 are
not highlighted (Fig. 3 B). Of interest, mutants that possess KCNE1-dependent changes largely cluster in S4-C
(Fig. 3 B), in similarity to the results in Fig. 1, suggesting
that the environment of this region is significantly altered
by KCNE1.
KCNE1 also alters the environment
of the extracellular part of S4
Mutations to the basic residues in S4 and to E2 in S2, and the
Trp scan highlight the changes that KCNE1 induces in S4-C
(Figs. 1–3). The Trp scan also indicates that residues in S4-N
are affected (Fig. 3). To further test whether S4-N is affected
by KCNE1, we measured the accessibility of R2C to extracellular MTS reagents to determine whether KCNE1
changes solvent exposure (Fig. 4 A). In the absence of
KCNE1, extracellular MTSETþ application does not result
in any changes in current. On the other hand, MTSETþ
modifies R2CþKCNE1 to cause decay in current, suggesting that KCNE1 increases R2C accessibility to the extracellular solution. These results are analogous to our previous
finding that E1C accessibility to MTSES dramatically
increases with KCNE1 coexpression (Fig. 4 B) (8). On the
other hand, Q3C and Q3CþKCNE1 are insensitive to

FIGURE 4 KCNE1 association enhances extracellular MTS accessibility to the VSD. (A)
MTSETþ modification of R2C and Q3C in the
absence and presence of KCNE1. Oocytes were
held at 80 mV for 32 s and repeatedly pulsed
to þ40 mV for 5 s, and repolarized at 40 mV
for 3 s. MTSETþ reduces R2C current only in
the presence of KCNE1. Q3C current is unchanged
by MTSETþ. Scale: R2C 4 mA, R2CþKCNE1
30 mA, Q3C 1.5, Q3CþKCNE1 15 mA; 2 s. The
peak current amplitude after each voltage pulse is
plotted against time. (B) MTSES modification
of E1C in the absence and presence of KCNE1
using the voltage protocol in A. MTSES enhances
E1C current only in the presence of KCNE1. Scale:
E1C 2 mA, E1CþKCNE1 4 mA; 2 s.
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MTSETþ, suggesting that Q3C is not exposed to the extracellular milieu (Fig. 4 A). Although we cannot rule out the
possibility that Q3C is modified but shows no functional
change, it is unlikely that attaching a charged compound
to a highly mobile and vital region of the channel like S4
would result in no changes in current. Moreover, as
previously described, mutation of Q3 to Arg shifts the G-V
curve both with and without KCNE1 (Fig. 1). These results
suggest that KCNE1 increases solvent accessibility to the
S4-N.
Previous studies and our data suggest that because of the
lack of charge in S4, Kv7.1 has a propensity to adopt
a constitutively open, voltage-independent conformation
upon further reduction of charge in S4 (53). We took advantage of this unique property of Kv7.1 to further test whether
KCNE1 affects residues in S4-N. A loss of charge at R1 or
R2 results in constitutively open, voltage-independent channels (Figs. 1 and 5). Compensating for the loss of charge at
R1 or R2 with the addition of charge at Q3 conserves the
total charge in S4 and may allow channels to regain voltage
sensitivity. Indeed, mutating Q3R on the background of R1E
restores voltage-dependent activation in both the absence
and presence of KCNE1 (Fig. 5 A). However, R2Q/Q3R
and R2E/Q3R (data not shown; similar phenotype as R2Q/
Q3R) remain voltage-insensitive in Kv7.1 channels alone

FIGURE 5 Charge addition to Q3 rescues voltage dependence in charge
reduction mutations to R1 and R2. (A) Currents and G-V relationship from
R1E and R1E/Q3R. Q3R restores voltage dependence to R1E in both the
absence and presence of KCNE1. Voltage pulses of 5 s duration ranged
from 80 to 60 mV in 10 mV increments for activating R1E-/þKCNE1
currents, and from 120 to 20 mV for R1E/Q3R-/þKCNE1 currents.
The holding and repolarizing potentials were 80 mV for 32 s
and 40 mV for 3 s, respectively. Scale: R1E 1 mA, R1C/Q3R 1.5 mA,
R1EþKCNE1 25 mA, R1E/Q3RþKCNE1 10 mA; 2 s. (B) Currents and
G-V relationship from R2Q and R2Q/Q3R. Q3R only restores voltage
dependence to R2Q in the presence of KCNE1. Voltages ranged
from 80 to 60 mV for activating R2Q-/þKCNE1 and R2Q/Q3R currents,
and from 40 to 100 mV for R2Q/Q3RþKCNE1 currents. Scale: R2Q
2 mA, R2Q/Q3R 5 mA, R2QþKCNE1 40 mA, R2Q/Q3RþKCNE1
15 mA; 2 s. In the G-V plots of both A and B, the black curves are fittings
of the Boltzmann equation to the mutants, and the gray curves are the G-V
relations of WT Kv7.1 (left) and Kv7.1þKCNE1 (right).
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(Fig. 5 B). Of interest, when R2Q/Q3R is coexpressed
with KCNE1, it regains voltage sensitivity (Fig. 5 B).
R2E/Q3RþKCNE1 also has a phenotype similar to that of
R2Q/Q3RþKCNE1 (data not shown). Thus, KCNE1
changes the ability of charge addition at Q3 to substitute
for charge loss at R2.
DISCUSSION
The effect of KCNE1 on the voltage sensor of Kv7.1 has
been a controversial subject. Nakajo and Kubo (22) along
with Rocheleau and Kobertz (21) examined the kinetics of
S4 movement in Kv7.1 with and without KCNE1 using
MTS modification of cysteines in S4. The debate as to
whether KCNE1 slows S4 movement remains ongoing. In
this study we focus on the thermodynamic changes induced
by KCNE1 in the VSD, rather than the kinetics of S4 movement. Previous studies probed S4 via mutagenesis to determine how perturbations to S4 affect the voltage dependence
of channel activation, as we also did in this study. However,
we offer new interpretations of the data. Panaghie and
Abbott (53) made Ala mutations of charged residues in S4
and concluded that the relative dearth of charge in S4 of
Kv7.1 imparts a tendency for channels to become constitutively activated upon further charge reduction—an effect
that is mimicked by Kv7.1 coexpression with KCNE3.
From our neutralization and charge reversal mutagenesis
of S4, we find that mutations of arginines in S4-N are
susceptible to becoming constitutively open. Basic residues
in S4-N stabilize the resting state, whereas basic residues in
S4-C stabilize the activated state. KCNE1 coexpression perturbs the behavior of basic residues in S4-C (Fig. 1),
suggesting that KCNE1 may disrupt electrostatic interactions in this region. Intragenic suppression of the nonfunctional E2R mutation consistently shows that S4 mutations
can restore E2R current in the absence of KCNE1 but not
with KCNE1 coexpression (Fig. 2), suggesting that
KCNE1 disrupts E2-S4 electrostatic interactions in Kv7.1.
Shamgar and colleagues (52) conducted a Trp scan of S4
and found that certain Trp mutations mimicked KCNE1
modulation. Trp mutation of certain residues also affected
the ability of KCNE1 to modulate channel function (e.g.,
to prevent a positive shift in G-V). We also conducted
a Trp scan of S4, but our analysis and interpretation are
based on a side-by-side comparison of how each mutation
affects channel activation relative to WT channels with
and without KCNE1. This direct comparison reveals
a cluster of residues in S4-C that is strongly perturbed by
Trp substitution (Fig. 3). This same cluster also contains
the basic residues that were perturbed by KCNE1. Thus,
the results of these experiments all show that the association
of KCNE1 disrupts the interactions of S4-C with other
parts of the channel protein. In addition, KCNE1 also
affects several Trp mutations in S4-N, albeit less severely.
MTS probing shows that residues in the extracellular side
Biophysical Journal 99(11) 3599–3608
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of the VSD, E1C (8) and R2C (Fig. 4), have greater accessibility upon KCNE1 coexpression.
Crystal structures (49,54) and biophysical experiments
(5,8,44,55–57) have shown that in Kv channels, S4
intimately interacts with other regions of the VSD and
also forms contacts with the pore. These interactions include electrostatic interactions among charged residues
(5,8,44,55) and steric interactions among uncharged residues (56,57). Our data show that KCNE1 disrupts electrostatic interactions involving S4, specifically perturbing
interactions between E2 and S4 within the VSD. In addition,
S4-C is more severely perturbed by Trp mutations in the
presence of KCNE1, suggesting that KCNE1 also changes
the steric interactions of S4.
Recent studies have increasingly focused on possible
interactions between KCNE1 with the VSD of Kv7.1.
Cross-linking experiments have established that E43C at
the extracellular side of KCNE1 can form disulfide bonds
with A226C in S4 (22), and disulfide linkages can also be
made between the extracellular side of S1 and S5 with
KCNE1 (41,42). On the intracellular side, cross-linking
experiments have identified that the S4-S5 linker and the
intracellular part of S6 can form disulfide bonds with the
KCNE1 C-terminus (58). These constraints place KCNE1
in a cleft between adjacent Kv7.1 subunits.
Crystal structures capturing a KCNE1-bound Kv7.1
channel would provide the ultimate view of the interactions
between the two proteins. Unfortunately, such a structure
does not yet exist. However, the solution NMR structure
of KCNE1 has been determined, and Kv7.1 models based
on Kv crystal structures are available (43). Simulations
docking KCNE1 to models of Kv7.1 in the open and closed
states position KCNE1 in the aforementioned cleft between
Kv7.1 subunits (43), which is consistent with disulfide
cross-linking data. The strategic placement of KCNE1 in
this cleft allows it to interact with both the VSD and the
pore of Kv7.1. We show these models in Fig. 6, highlighting
the high-impact residues in S4-C identified in this study
(colored as in Fig. 3). The entire transmembrane region of
KCNE1 (yellow) is shown as space-filling spheres (43).
In the model, residues in S4-C are largely surrounded by
protein, and interact with the VSD and pore in either the
closed or open state. The docking simulations position
KCNE1 proximal to S4. From our experiments, we cannot
assert whether or not KCNE1 directly interacts with S4. In
either case, the positioning of KCNE1 shown by the models
suggests that KCNE1 may influence interactions involving
S4. We hypothesize that KCNE1 repacks the protein environment around S4, which results in severe functional
consequences in regions like S4-C that form significant
protein-protein interactions. Changes in the packing of
S4-C by KCNE1 disrupt electrostatic interactions with E2
and introduce additional steric constraints that make the
region less tolerant of Trp mutations.
Biophysical Journal 99(11) 3599–3608
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FIGURE 6 KCNE1 docked to structural models of Kv7.1 in the closed
and open state from Kang et al. (43). The pore is displayed as gold ribbons
and the voltage-sensing domains are displayed as gray (S1–S3) or blue (S4)
ribbons. The transmembrane segment of KCNE1 and the high impact
mutants in S4 of Kv7.1 that show KCNE1 dependent changes in channel
function are highlighted: KCNE1 is depicted with yellow space-filling
spheres and the high impact residues in S4 are depicted as space-filling
spheres with the same colors shown in Fig. 3.

The repacking of S4 may also have consequences in S4N, albeit to a lesser extent than in S4-C. As shown in Figs. 3
and 4, KCNE1 coexpression affects Trp mutants in S4-N
and increases the extracellular accessibility of R2C located
in this region. An interesting hypothesis is that the repacking
of S4 by KCNE1 changes the solvent exposure of S4 and
thus reshapes the electric field acting on charges in S4.
Increased solvent exposure to R2 may reduce the strength
of the electric field that R2 traverses relative to Q3. Of
course, Q3 would not sense the electric field in its native
state, but adding a charge via mutation (Q3R) would subject
it to the electric field. We found that Q3R can compensate
for loss of charge at R2 in the presence of KCNE1 but not
in its absence (Fig. 5 B), which is consistent with a change
in the electric field such that Q3R may sense a stronger electric field in the presence of KCNE1. Thus, the association of
KCNE1 may not only remodel the interaction of S4 with its
environment but also alter the electric field to extend the
effect beyond the high-impact cluster in S4-C. Gating
currents or fluorometry measurements of S4 movement
would more directly indicate whether KCNE1 affects the
gating charge of Kv7.1. Unfortunately, gating currents
have not been reported for Kv7.1, possibly due to a combination of low channel expression, slow gating charge movements, and relatively few S4 charges compared to other
channels. Likewise, fluorometry measurements have not
been reported for Kv7.1, possibly due to low channel
expression or the lack of a suitable reporter residue.
In summary, in this study we focused on the behavior of
S4 of Kv7.1 in the absence and presence of KCNE1. Our
experimental data and modeling from other studies suggest
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that KCNE1 causes a repacking of the protein environment
around S4. This repacking affects electrostatic interactions
that involve S4. There are three conserved countercharges
in the VSD of Kv channels. We showed in a previous study
that E1-S4 interactions are mildly altered by KCNE1. Here,
we show that E2-S4 interactions are more severely perturbed by KCNE1. We also attempted to study the effect
of KCNE1 on D3-S4 interactions, but were limited by
experimental difficulties as previously indicated in the
Results. The repacking of S4 also affects steric interactions
of S4 with its protein environment. In this study, we did not
identify the specific residues that interact sterically with S4.
Such an effort would involve more extensive mutational
scanning of transmembrane segments in the VSD and the
pore, which should be the subject of future studies. Efforts
to map out interacting partners with S4 in both the absence
and presence of KCNE1 may provide additional details with
regard to how KCNE1 remodels the environment around S4.
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